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From 11 April, Unison members will have the
chance to vote on the government’s pensions
offer. Red Pill believes we should follow the ex-
ample of our brothers and sisters in Unite, who
rejected the offer by an overwhelming 94% and
may now take further strike action. The deal must
be rejected!
The Unison bureaucracy is arguing that the new
offer is much improved. But they are deluded.
We still have to work longer, pay more and get

less. We have won no significant concessions on
these key issues.
When this is pointed out, they argue that Unison
members are not interested in further strike days. But
what’s the evidence for this? We have had one day of
strike action which was reasonably well supported.
There were problems with the strike mobilisation, but
most of these problems were a result of a timid, hesi-
tant leadership.
In Scotland, the union has taken further action on

pensions. Unison has employed a strategy of rolling
and selective action across different hospitals; it’s lim-
ited, but it shows that Unison members are prepared
to strike when mobilised! Do our leaders believe
there’s “something in the water” that makes Scottish
workers uniquely more prepared to take strike action
than their counterparts in other parts of Britain?
We must remember that we each stand to lose tens,
if not hundreds of thousands of pounds over the
course of our working lives if this deal is accepted.
If we vote to reject the deal, we should not then

wait for our marching orders from the union leader-
ships. Their cowardly industrial strategy has been a
failure. As public sector workers we should use our
skills and creativity to develop own industrial strate-
gies and take democratic control over this dispute
and our unions.
If we are going to win this dispute, then we need

more than one-day “spectaculars”.
Some groups of workers are industrially more im-
portant than other groups of workers. An imaginative
industrial strategy would combine weeks and
months of targeted action with big days of solidarity
action to keep the movement together.
To strengthen the dispute, strike levies should be

raised and industrially significant workers should
receive strike pay. Imagine the impact if we could
take out the Westminster refuse collectors for the du-
ration of the dispute. We could have a series of
themed weeks: “Park-where-you-like Week” (traffic
wardens strike); “Don’t pay tax Week” (tax and rev-
enue workers strike); “Stay at home and look after
your kids week” (teachers strike).
As workers we keep the world moving, we are the
power than turns the wheels of economic life. If we
refuse to go to work then we cause mass disruption.
We have immense power to change the world—we
certainly don’t need to carry on as normal when a
barely elected government of millionaires is waging
ruthless class war.
At the moment, this power is shackled by a

cowardly union leadership that is willing to over-
see our impoverishment rather than lead a bold
confrontation with the government.
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The Unison Service Group elections are our opportunity
to choose our industrial leadership for the year to
come.
Do we want the same leadership as we had this year? The

same timid "leaders" that allow the biggest attack in the his-
tory of public sector pensions to pass with just a single one-
day protest strike. The same group of hesitators that allow
the government to pass their Health and Social Care Act
that spells the end of free, comprehensive healthcare? Or do
we want a leadership that is prepared to lead a proper fight
against this government of millionaires?
The candidates addresses are written in code. If you like

the spineless equivocating style of the current leadership
then vote for the candidates that say things like "I will rep-
resent the views of ordinary members". These are part of
the right wing faction who currently control the union. If
you want a different leadership that will lead a fight then
vote for the candidates who say they want a "Fighting,
Democratic Union".
Electing more left-wingers onto the union’s leading com-

mittees will not be a magic formula for transforming the
union. In fact even if all the left wingers get elected then the
right-wing will still control the executive.
The most important changes will take place as we organ-

ise our workplaces and build rank-and-file organisation
and strength.
But even a half-decent leadership would be better

than the current time-servers who exist only to be an
obstacle to building the movement we need.

Red Pill is supporting the
following candidates:
London Female seat – Janet Maiden

London General seat – Len Hockey

North West Female Seat – Karen Reissmann

South West General Seat – Roger Davey

Yorkshire & Humberside General Seat – Adrian O'Malley
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Unite “aims for”
strike on 10 May:
make it happen!
A recent decision by the leadership of the
Unite union’s health section to “aim for” an-
other strike over pensions on 10 May offers a
glimmer of hope in the battle to revive a na-
tional industrial campaign on the issue.
NHS workers in Unite voted by 94% to reject
the government’s pensions deal, but Unite offi-
cials mobilised against left-wingers on its Na-
tional Industrial Sector Committees (NISCs) to
prevent the union giving a lead on, or participat-
ing in, strike action since 30 November. Accord-
ing to Gill George, a Socialist Workers’ Party
member on the health NISC, there has been a
“change of emphasis” from the union officialdom,
which is now taking a more positive stance to-
wards the possibility of further action.
However, the exact details of the health NISC’s
decision have not been made public. Socialist
Worker reports it as “calling for” (rather than
straightforwardly “calling”) another strike, and
Gill George’s report to the United Left grouping
within Unite says that the decision was to “aim
for” another strike on 10 May.
At various points throughout the pensions dis-
pute, various unions have talked about such
“aims”, and it has amounted to nothing.
Unite activists must fight to make the gen-

eral “aim” for a strike on 10 May a reality, and
activists in other unions should fight to push
their unions into involvement on 10 May too.

We need a fighting union


